CALL FOR PAPERS: 2025 China Accounting and Finance Conference

January 10-12, 2025
Wuhan, China

CONFERENCE ANNOUNCEMENT
To engage with contemporary global issues and promote China-related accounting and finance research, the School of Finance & the Innovation and Talent Base for Digital Technology and Finance at Zhongnan University of Economics and Law, in conjunction with the Accounting and Finance (AF), invite submissions of academic papers for the 2025 (9th) China Accounting and Finance Conference (CAFC 2025), This conference offers the possibility of publication in the China Issue of Accounting and Finance (Volume 65, Issue 5), focusing on New Developments in Chinese Capital Markets. This event serves as a premier academic platform where scholars and practitioners worldwide can exchange and share their research on crucial accounting and finance topics related to China and the global landscape.

CONFERENCE DATES
January 10-12, 2025 (January 10 is the registration day).

PAPER SUBMISSION DEADLINE
November 4, 2024.

TOPICS
The conference organizers invite submissions of papers on all aspects of accounting and finance. Both theoretical and empirical papers are welcome. Topics of interest include, but are not limited to: Auditing, Banking, Big Data, Capital Markets, Corporate Finance, Corporate Governance, CSR and ESG, Derivatives, Environmental Finance, Financial Accounting, Financial System, FinTech and AI, Investments, Management Accounting, and Portfolio Management, etc.

The 2025 China Issue aims to publish original, significant, and visionary papers contributing to the application of new theories and techniques in these areas. High-quality papers presented at the conference will be considered for publication in the China Issue of Accounting and Finance (Volume 65, Issue 5).
EXECUTIVE CO-ORGANIZERS
- School of Finance, Zhongnan University of Economics and Law
- Innovation and Talent Base for Digital Technology and Finance, Zhongnan University of Economics and Law

SUPPORTORS
- Accounting & Finance
- China Asset Management Academy, Central University of Finance and Economics

CONFERENCE CO-CHAIRS
- Minggui Yu, Zhongnan University of Economics and Law
- Yongbin Lv, Zhongnan University of Economics and Law
- Weixing Wu, Capital University of Economics and Business
- Xueyong Zhang, Central University of Finance and Economics
- Jing Shi, Zhongnan University of Economics and Law
- Xianming Sun, Zhongnan University of Economics and Law

PAPER SUBMISSION GUIDELINES
- Please include ALL authors' information for each submitted paper in the Conference Maker system.
- Papers must be submitted in PDF format with a file size no larger than 5 MB.
- Submitted papers should not have been accepted (or conditionally accepted) for publication at any journal.

The login site for Conference Maker is: https://editorialexpress.com/conference/CAFC2025

If you have further questions, please email Dr Sun at: xianming.sun@outlook.com

All submitted papers will be reviewed by the Program Committee, which consists of a panel of international scholars. Authors will be notified of the decision by November 25, 2024. All presenting authors are expected to discuss a paper at the conference.

The main webpage for the conference is at: https://dtf.zuel.edu.cn/szjsyxdrszjs_xshd/szjsyxdr_cont_news/details-39251.html
CONFERENCE REGISTRATION FEE
- RMB 1200 for academics and practitioners
- RMB 800 for students

The fee includes tea breaks, conference venues and materials, conference lunches and dinners. Participants are responsible for their own travel and accommodation arrangements and payment.

GUEST EDITORS
- Jing Shi, Zhongnan University of Economics and Law
- Minggui Yu, Zhongnan University of Economics and Law
- Xueyong Zhang, Central University of Finance and Economics
- Weixing Wu, Capital University of Economics and Business

Subsequent to the conference and an initial review process by guest editors, conference section chairs, and international academics, selected authors will be invited to submit their papers to the China Issue. The submission fee is waived for invited papers, and the standard review process of the journal will follow.

*Accounting and Finance* is a Social Science Citation Index (SSCI) journal. For more information, please visit: [https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/journal/1467629x](https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/journal/1467629x)

Please note that presentation at the conference does not guarantee acceptance for publication in the AF journal, and presentation is a prerequisite for consideration in the China Issue.

WARRANTIES
The School of Finance & the Innovation and Talent Base for Digital Technology and Finance at Zhongnan University of Economics and Law and the Accounting and Finance journal will not be liable for any delays or failures to host the conference or publish the issue due to factors outside our reasonable control (including but not limited to governmental or legal restraint).